
A COMPARISON OF KRAKAUERS STORY INTO THE WILD AND

MCCARTHYS THE ROAD

In Into the Wild and The Road Chris McCandles and the young boy go Into the Wild by Jon Krakauer, is a story written
of a man named Chris.

It could also mean a particular belief toward or a way of regarding something. For better or for worse both
boys never had to have the constraining words of their fathers being a burden on them. Yeats beginsâ€¦.
Catching light like water in a conventional painting, these quicksilver forms define the contours of the land as
if they were invisible but for the movement of animated, bright matter over them. Most will only meet one
hundred thousand, and many will not meet even that many. Krakauer protrays McCandless as a young man
who is reckless, selfish, and arrogant, but at the same time, intelligent, determined, independent, and
charismatic A dead seal. And he later drew a sketch of the fireplace he was building in his house in El Paso in
a letter to his copy-editor Bertha Krantz. He went on a two-year road trip and ended up in Alaska. In Blood
Meridian, McCarthy creates landscapes that are not merely documentary scenery or seasonal settings but are
constructed to be read thematically as paintings might be. It employs dictionâ€”holocaust, void, mare
imbriumâ€”unavailable to Glanton, through whom the scene initially appears to be focalized. And the writer
of Into the Wild Jon Krakauer indubitably does this with the usage of rhetorical devices throughout his factual
story of Chris McCandless, a youthful Emory college graduate whose body is strangely discovered in an old
transit bus deep in the Alaskan wilderness in September of , 24 years old at the time. At the beginning of the
novel, the young man looks to his father pertaining to knowledge and guidance. Not only the horses but the
riders too seem hobbled to their shadows, their darker selves. Both these books share three valuable
comparisons. Yet he somehow was able to meet people and befriend them. As composed by the narrator, the
scene constitutes a reading of the American west as a realm of illusory beauty grounded in violence: The sun
to the west lay in a holocaust where there rose a steady column of small desert bats and to the north along the
trembling perimeter of the world dust was blowing down the void like the smoke of distant armies. Often
bathed in the iconic light of sunrise, sunset or deep night, or briefly illuminated by flashes of lightning, the
scenes suggest both scientific and Manichaean determinisms that apparently direct the actors in the unfolding
drama. All these experiences demonstrate that although McCarthy did not develop his childhood artistic
ability into a career, his interest in the creation, history, interpretation and enjoyment of art has been one of his
many life-long pursuits. Christopher McCandless made the decision in April of to venture into the Alaskan
wilderness, inspired by the Transcendentalist works of Henry David Thoreau, along with the works of other
authors This journey to the 49th state proved fatal for him, and he lost his life while fulfilling his dream
Though why did Chris McCandless leave such a strong impression on them Nevertheless , as he profits new
experiences the young man learns to work with his personal judgment and will assess whether his dad is
speaking the truth. Each and every one of those people have their own life experiences, and each and every
one of those experiences are valuable sources of information. When Chris went into the wild he was able to
find out answers for himself and not be pressured to follow and legacies or rituals his family wanted him to
achieve. After graduating from Emory University, McCandless sold of his possessions and ultimately became
a wanderer. The crumpled butcherpaper mountains lay in sharp shadowfold under the long blue dusk and in
the middle distance the glazed bed of a dry lake lay shimmering like the mare imbrium and herds of deer were
moving north in the last of the twilight, harried over the plain by wolves who were themselves the color of the
desert floor. Indeed, the dramatic beauty of the setting sun backlighting the flying seabirds seems to motivate
the kid to sit and watch. The author recaps meaningful events of McCandless and his journey leading to the
point of his death and successfully controlled the rhetorical devices of characterization, comparison, logos,
ethos, pathos and numerous others in order to encourage to the audience that Chris was not By things being
perfect Mr. Out there island clouds emplaned upon a salmoncolored othersea. In effect, such a figure becomes
the machine in the garden, the eruption of destructive aspects of human culture in the pastoral realm or, in this
case, the wilderness. The Actaeon allusion reinforces the motif of the hunter hunted that becomes increasingly
evident in the last half of the novel and that characterizes the life of the kid after the massacre at the Yuma
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crossing. He raised his hand and the bats flared in confusion and then he lowered it and sat as before and soon
they were feeding again. Studying, getting good grades, and starting the family are common expectations of
human life.


